GEO Holdings Gains Proactive Prevention Against Attacks

Summary
GEO Holdings has developed into a nationwide network of over 1,500 media shops since the corporation was founded 25 years ago. With such continuous growth, the security team felt it was critical that they upgrade their legacy antivirus (AV) solution to next-generation AV with Carbon Black. Since deploying Carbon Black, GEO Holdings has been able to take advantage of the combination of enhanced prevention and EDR capabilities to protect the organization from advanced threats.

Staying Ahead of Threats
GEO Holdings allows their employees to download applications that they need freely in order to maintain internal workplace efficiency. However, with that freedom the security team found that employees were often installing malware that was bypassing their outdated antivirus solution. This was causing the security team significant time spent replacing infected endpoints every month.

“After deploying CB Defense we don’t have to worry about that anymore,” said Uchu Yamada from the security team at GEO Holdings. “Now with CB Defense deployed security incidents can be prevented in advance and our employees can focus more on their customers.”

Replacing Traditional Antivirus
It was clear that antivirus wasn’t sufficient for the GEO Holdings security team. However replacing traditional antivirus for a more robust endpoint security solution often requires executive buy-in. Fortunately for GEO Holdings the management team was very supportive of the switch from legacy antivirus to Carbon Black.
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“Now with CB Defense deployed security incidents can be prevented in advance.”

Uchu Yamada
Security Team
GEO Holdings

“Understanding the risks, Japanese organizations want to migrate to next-generation antivirus,” added Yamada. “We agreed that CB Defense was the best solution.”

Conclusion
Since deployment GEO Holdings has been able to proactively prevent attacks and gain visibility into their environment.

“We choose Carbon Black as our security partner,” concludes Yamada. “We can see the security incidents decrease greatly after deploying CB Defense.”

Discover more companies who have found success with Carbon Black visit: carbonblack.com/customer-success
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